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Japan National Committee understands that the recommendation to Council Board should include the 
result of a thorough risk and cost analysis pointed out in the legal opinion no.2. With this in mind 
Japan National Committee would like to treat this matter as a reporting to Council Board instead of the 
recommendation.
The report should include all issues to be solved as well as the need of the risk and cost analysis.
Japan National Committee also would like to comment to the “Blueprint” of IEC Mark of Conformity as 
follows.
In the item4, the national differences and essential differences are treated equally. We fully support 
the idea avoiding IEC Mark of Conformity to cover national differences. However, considering that the 
essential differences are normative, it should not be a simple prohibition. Japan National Committee 
would like to propose to create a separate item on the essential differences. The separate item should 
mention that a special care should be taken when IEC Mark of Conformity is to cover the essential 
differences.
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1.The French National Committee is reluctant to recommend to the CB to proceed on this subject and 
fully supports the conclusion of legal advice annex 2. It seems of the highest importance to have a 
legal advise on the responsabilities of IEC on products with IEC logo.
2.The French National Committee would appreciate to have a precise definition on what is a "IEC 
recognised normative document" as said in annex 3 para 2. 
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